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Upcoming Events:

President:

Jeff Sussman

Vice President:

Matt Carmichael

7 Feb 2016 (Sun)

Secretary:

Peter Dalglish

February F3C Funfly

Treasurer:

Roger Chapman (Assist: Brett Dargue)

Editor:

Daniel Rotstayn

Contest Director:

Matt Carmichael

Committee Ordinary Member:

Ben Boldeman

Safety Officer:

Mark Altenroxel

Event Coordinator:

Ray Close

VMAA Rep:

Carl Bizon

Website Administrator:

Roger Chapman (Ben Boldeman –Tech)

th

9:00am – 12:00pm
Sportsman, Advanced and
Expert Schedules
th

th

19 – 20 Mar 2016 (Sat/Sun)
Scale Helicopter Weekend
9:00am – 4:00pm
Breakfast and BBQ lunch
rd

3 Apr 2016 (Sun)
April F3C Funfly
9:00am – 12:00pm
Sportsman, Advanced and
Expert Schedules

Cover image above: Originally owned by a founding member Wally Stern,
then Roger Chapman, Jeff has now restored this classic Hirobo Huey to
flying condition
You can contact any of the committee through our Website:
http://www.mrchc.org.au/contact/
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Editor’s Bit

Daniel Rotstayn
Well, this is my first edition as editor of Rotor Torque. I’m a
relatively new member to the club, so thanks for giving me the
opportunity to be an active contributor.
And speaking of contributors, a big thanks to Roger Chapman for
looking after the editing of the newsletter in recent times. He will be
the first to admit that he didn’t really have the time, but that didn’t
stop him taking on the responsibility and producing great results.
As you all know, clubs like ours rely exclusively on its members to
volunteer their time to help out and keep the club running. Roger is a
perfect example of this.
As a novice flyer, I don’t have a lot of helicopter experience to call
on, so I will be relying on all of you to help out with this newsletter.
Any photos, stories, tips and tricks you can provide will be most
appreciated.
I will do my best to get these newsletters out every couple of months.
But an empty newsletter is not that exciting, so start putting pen to
paper!

Treasurer’s Report
Roger Chapman
Firstly, I do wish you all a very Happy New Year and a fabulous 2016 coming up and that you get to spend plenty of time on this tremendous hobby of ours.
I would like to thank Daniel again for taking on the editorship, but he needs your
support. So any knowledge you wish to share, photos and the like, send them to
him – you can email him thru Tidyclub. Yes, there are plenty of Forums out
there but there is still a place for our Club Newsletter.
So back on topic - Club Membership continues to grow and is healthy with the
membership now topping 60, this includes our one honorary membership being
Brendon Carmichael.
Here is a summary of our current Club Finances as of 3/2/16:
Investment Account:
General Cheque Acc
Petty Cash

$24,482.17
$8,352.28
$135.40 (excludes Club House Container)

Income and Expenses:
(1/7/15 to 3/2/16)
Income:
Expenses

$3,225.97
$2,281.13

As an aside and I think a very positive reflection on us all, is that many clubs
can’t run an honesty system with drinks from the Club House Fridge. If they do,
they notoriously run at a loss – in our case quite the opposite. The small margin
we do make on the drinks price is generally enough to assist covering our BBQs
costs etc. so presently it is all working out well.
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The Challenge of Scale Helicopters
Jeff Sussman
I have been involved in the hobby since the age of 12 when I bought a single channel OS Pixie radio with
rubber band escapement and a Carl Golberg Junior Falcon with .049 Babe Bee engine. It was more radio
guidance than control, as all you could do was control the rudder – one press for left and two for right.
I built many scale planes and my favourites were a
Cessna Skylane and De Havilland Beaver. These
were controlled by a DigiTrio radio – built from a
kit over 12 months by following the articles in RCM.
The circuit boards and components were purchased
via subscription and the case and stick assemblies
were hand made from templates.
A chance visit to a friend, whose father worked at
a hobby shop, introduced me to one of the earliest
commercial models, the Kavan Alouette, a 40 size
collective pitch semi-scale model, and the rest is
history. While I never managed to get the Alouette
to do more than the odd hop, I did manage to
control the later Schluter Miniboy, which cost
about a month’s salary and I still have it today in
its original form.
The scale bug continued to bite and my first scale
model was a 60 size Jet Ranger based on a Schluter
heliboy with an 80 size four stroke engine. Even in
those days I relished the challenge of something
different and had to find a higher gear ratio to
make up for the lower RPM of the four stroke
engine – but it was worthwhile as it was relatively
quiet and emitted less smoke

My recent projects (they are never really complete) focus on big – the bigger they are the more scale they
look. The Kamov KA32 took more than six years by the time the mechanics were completed and the fuse
constructed. I am sure you have also seen the ¼ scale Jet Ranger which has custom mechanics and a Vario
fuselage. This flies well now that I have replaced the flybar in favour of electronic stabilisation.
My latest attempt is a Chinook which last
week had a successful trial. After many
months of testing with various gyros, I
followed the lead of the German pilots who
were using the Bavarian Demon with a
specially designed Tandem program. This uses
a 2 x 2 servo configuration with the
swashplate only going up and down and
sideways. This controls collective (both up
and down in unison), roll (both sideways in
unison) and yaw (opposite sideways) and the
forward motion is induced by differential
collective (pitch up and pitch down on the
two swashplates). The body is off the shelf
from Vario and I will be finishing it in civilian
configuration – British Airways G-BJAC.
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What’s Next?
There is one more (that I know of) multi-rotor craft that is not in my collection – the KMAX!
This appears to be a simpler configuration than the Kamov – with two intermeshing rotors at an angle. The
challenge is going to be how to get the yaw to work, differential pitch to each of a pair of swashplates or maybe it
needs to have differential cyclic (one forward and the other backwards). The counter rotation of the blades is
under control but there will be a lot of research needed still!
Maybe a project for next year….

A special acknowledgement to Ben Klaster for helping me translate my ideas into working models. His machining
knowledge and guidance has been key to ensuring the models are practical and there is nothing he can’t machine.
Only problem is that since I mentioned the Kmax – he doesn’t answer my calls anymore!!!!!!!
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F1 Sandown Event
Roger Chapman
Unless you were living under a rock, you would know that last weekend (31 st Jan) was the F1 Sandown Event. The
intention being that this is an event to promote the aero modelling side of our hobby and as the name implies,
also incorporates a round of the F1 class of RC racing.
Given how fickle our weather can be, the day turned out to be almost perfect – not too hot – a bit windy but hey –
there have to be some challenges. For a number of reasons, I couldn’t get to the one last year but first
impressions were that it was well run and certainly well attended.
Large scale models were the order of the day with the largest being a slightly more than 1/3 scale Cessna, owned
and flown by Steve Malcman – a very competent pilot across all genres and member of our Club. But for today, he
crossed over to the ‘dark side’ to fly fixed wing and also flew his large Piper Cub as a tow plane for the gliders.
Well done Steve.

Some of the pit area early in the day – Jeff’s JetRanger in the foreground and Josh’s Heli on the left.
So what about the Helis I hear you ask? Well, inside the Exhibition Hall, Freestylers had a static display to be
applauded, with 2 to 3 of their members manning it at any one time during the course of the day. Outside, Josh
with his dad Tony Labita as spotter, put on a very impressive 3D display. Josh had the honour of being part of
the opening segment with a large ‘Redbull’ aero model doing the opening flight, followed by Josh doing a jaw
dropping 3D routine for the crowd. Well done Josh.

Josh and his dad Tony prepping things

Josh about to impress the crowd
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Josh flying the opening segment immediately after a ‘Redbull’ aero model did a routine
Jeff showcased the large scale Heli side of things with his impressive Lama and JetRanger.
The JetRanger doesn’t handle the wind well so it sat out for the morning flight and as it turned out, the wind
didn’t abate, so missed out in the afternoon as well. Jeff’s flight in the morning with the Lama impressed the
crowd and the commentator, as best as I could hear while being spotter for Jeff. Given the conditions, the flight
went well with what is a very impressive model.
Towards the end of the flight, that guy ‘Murphy’ raised his head and the Lama’s main drive gear decided it didn’t
want all its teeth, so started shedding them enough for Jeff to realise there was a problem. The sound system
was loud, so unlike at the field, any audible warnings that there was a bit of unauthorised ‘machine work’ going
on with the main gear, went unnoticed.

Roger assisting Club President Jeff prep his model for a display flight
Regardless, Jeff was quick enough to realise that there was a problem and quickly worked out what it was. He
brought the Heli in for what was not surprisingly a hard landing, with intermittent power transfer to the main
rotor. I don’t imagine the Lama is the perfect model for auto’s, but regardless, Jeff got it down with minimal
damage - well done Jeff. Unlike most of us that fly pod and boom, with serious scale it is not a simple matter of
ordering new parts. But knowing Jeff, it will soon be flying again at the field.
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Spooling up ready for lift off
I understand the MAAA will be looking at whether the event will be held again next year or not. It is an
expensive event to run but I think it would be a pity if it wasn’t. As a constructive comment, I would suggest
with the marketing it could do, to advertise more to non-modellers through TV or whatever, as it appeared to
me that it was ‘preaching to the converted’ with mostly those in the hobby attending. If it is on next year, I look
forward to attending and hopefully once again spotting for Jeff with none of his models deciding to do any
unauthorised modifications in flight.

Jeff’s Lama doing what it does best, before the main gear did some unauthorised re-machining of the main gear
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Farewell gift to Kerry Bolger
Roger Chapman
As most of you would know, Kerry Bolger retired as Principal from Cornish College at the end of last year. This
brings to an end a very long relationship with the school and our Club. Arguably not part of his job description,
but since the very beginning Kerry has been very supportive – everything from helping us site our Club Houses to
getting the groundsman to remove trees so we could locate our original Club House. He also assisted in getting
power to our Club House when the power was laid to what was at the time the new maintenance sheds.
He had planned on retiring a little sooner, but when St Leonard’s Brighton decided to close the Bangholme campus
several years ago, there was a groundswell of support from loyal parents and others who correctly felt this was
the wrong decision for a school that had so much going for it. Now over the crisis of looming closure and
uncertainty, thanks to the incredible support base that emerged that included the Uniting Church, Kerry feels he
can now safely retire with the school on a steady footing, being even bigger and better than it was before.
I caught up with Kerry and Martin Massey, the Finance Manager, just before Christmas as I do every year, but of
course this one was different. I firstly gave Kerry and Martin each a Christmas hamper that were kindly prepared
by Jeff’s daughter Leigh. Leigh has now done this for us for several years and does a fabulous job shopping for the
contents and putting together the hampers that are far superior to anything we could buy commercially. Thanks
Leigh, it is really appreciated.

Roger presenting Kerry with the photo montage
from our Club

Close up of the photo montage that included some of
the drone shots taken for the school.

Apart from the hampers and as a way of thanking Kerry for all the support he has given us over the years, I gave
him on behalf of the Club, a framed photo montage of various images showcasing what we are all about. He
thought it was fabulous and was very appreciative and asked me to pass on to all of you that he wished all of us a
very sincere Happy and Safe Christmas and also wished our Club the very best for the future.
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Ray chatting at one of the trade tents at the MRCHC and HeliGods combined end of year BBQ

First Person View (FPV) quad racing is rapidly becoming more popular and fun to watch at the BBQ
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Ben, or should we say “Mister Lucky” when it comes to raffles, looking very happy with the major prize.
Not sure about the HeliGods mascot…
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MRCHC Inc Club Flying Rules
The MRCHC has an outstanding safety record. The safety of our members and our visitors is foremost to the Club and so the
following rules are in place to help maintain a safe flying environment. Please observe the following rules at all times.
1. No member shall fly or operate their helicopter equipment, which has not been tested and checked prior to first flight, is
obviously faulty or is obviously in need of repair.
2. No member shall fly or operate equipment to the danger of others or in a manner as to present the likelihood of harm or
injury to person's or person's property.
3. The Frequency Keyboard shall be used at all times where possible for 36Mhz . NO person shall fly or operate any equipment
unless the appropriate frequency key is in position on the keyboard. No person shall remove a Frequency Key from the
Frequency board apart from the owner thereof.
4. Frequency Keys are not required for 24Ghz Spread Spectrum but transmitters must be on the approved list Refer MOP 058
5. Any member or visitor found to have caused loss or damage to any other member's Helicopter, property or equipment
through unauthorized operation of their own equipment or by dangerous or irresponsible behaviour shall be liable for such
damage or loss.
6. NO pilot shall take off or land in the pit area, fly over the pit area or the Car Parking area. Flying is permitted in Authorised
flight areas only (ref. map in the Club House).
7. All pilots shall maintain 9 meter separation form their helicopters at all times
8. No member is permitted to fly unless they can be identified by wearing a current Membership Identification.
9. Visitors flying at the field must sign the visitor’s book prior to flying: - Visitor Rules apply. A Current member must sponsor
the visitor and brief the visitor of the club's Flying Rules.
10. A directive from a club Safety Officer or a Committee member shall be complied with immediately. Any dispute settled
later by the committee.
11. Hovering in the hovering area shall not exceed 5 meters in altitude. Pilot must not hover the helicopter between the Pilot
and the Pits.
12. The hovering area is for hovering, the model must not exceed walking pace.
13. Mobile Phones are not allowed on at the flight line at any time, Mobile Phones are allowed in the pits and in cars.
14. There is to be no flying on Fire Ban days.
15. All members who wish to fly on the main flight lines will require to have their Helicopter Bronze wings or greater
endorsement.
16. Visitors wishing to fly on the main flight lines will be required to have a member accompany them whilst on the
main flight lines until such time as they have obtained their endorsement.

